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Welcome note from the Editor 
 

Hello and welcome to the Spring edition of the Archaeology Special Interest Group newsletter. The sun is 
making a gentle return and bringing with it some excellent articles for your delectation. In this edition we have 
contributions from researchers in West Lothian, Bradford, Swindon and Salisbury and our first international  
piece – a report on the lidar training and research workshop held in Bibracte, France in March this year. 

Tom Goskar and Paul Cripps of Wessex Archaeology introduce the PTM / RTI approach for interactive re-
lighting of objects and landscape models. Staying in Wessex, Rob Skinner reveals some of the interim results of 
the review of the lidar and aerial photographic archive for the Avebury World Heritage Site. John Wells and 
team of the West Lothian Archaeology group show how the acquisition of visible and near infrared aerial 
photography from a kite platform has aided the interpretation of sites and involvement of community groups in 
low altitude remote sensing. 

Benjamin Štular and team have contributed a report on the international Training and Research on the 
Archaeological Interpretation of Lidar (TRAIL) workshop, providing a forum for theoretical and practical 
training and highlighting some of the issues facing heritage professionals using airborne laser scanning.  We 
also have an update from DART researcher Rob Fry, showing how work is proceeding apace on this exciting 
EPSRC project. Finally there is an announcement for a new publication from the Europae Archaeologiae 
Consilium on Remote Sensing for Archaeological Heritage Management. 

We take this opportunity to remind you that the abstract portal for this year’s RSPSoc annual conference is 
now open at http://blogs.bournemouth.ac.uk/rspsoc/abstract-submission/ ArchSIG will be hosting a dedicated 
archaeology session (more details can be found on our homepage http://www.rspsoc.org/information-
zones/sigs/archaeology/) along with an informal archaeology get-together so please contact us to join the 
mailing list and be kept up to date. 

We hope you enjoy reading this newsletter and strongly encourage you to participate in the next one either 
with a short article (see Call for Contributions below) or with news of forthcoming events.  

Rebecca Bennett 

on behalf of ArchSIG Steering Group 

Chris Brooke, Paul Bryan, Keith Challis and Danny Donoghue  
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Call for contributions 
 

ArchSIG is looking for contributions for the next issue (Summer 2011). These should be introductory 
articles with text (up to 500 words) and an image which give a flavour of your current research in remote 
sensing techniques for archaeology and heritage management. We are looking for a diverse range of topics 
from visualisation to mapping and imagery along with more technical studies, at a scale ranging from landscape 
to artefact. 

The newsletter provides an excellent way to introduce your research to other archaeological remote 
sensing specialists. The editors welcome all expressions of interest as it is intended to issue the newsletter 
quarterly.   

Contributions should consist of the following:  

text (up to 500 words), 

images (300dpi in jpeg or png format) 

your contact details. 

Please send your articles to Rebecca Bennett (rbennett@bournemouth.ac.uk) for inclusion. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry Society ArchSIG does not claim to have a unified view; this 
newsletter provides a forum and therefore any views expressed by contributors are not necessarily those of the 
editors. 

Copyright is retained by the authors. Members are encouraged to contact authors directly should they have 
any comments about any article. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Interactive Landscape Relighting 
Tom Goskar, Web Manager, Wessex Archaeology 

Paul Cripps, Geomatics Manager, Wessex Archaeology 

p.cripps@wessexarch.co.uk 

Polynomial Texture Mapping, or PTM for short, is part of the family of technologies known as Reflectance 
Transformation Imaging (RTI). RTI approaches have for the last ten years been traditionally used to create 
interactive images of objects, whereby the user is presented with a photograph of an object whose illumination 
can be altered at will on screen. This 'interactive relighting' of objects can be incredibly powerful in revealing 
the detail of a surface. Because the technique captures the surface normal in addition to colour information, a 
variety of powerful filters can be used to enhance the surface, even removing colour information entirely. RTI 
techniques are being used within the cultural heritage sector to help read cuneiform tablets, illuminated 
manuscripts, interpret rock art, read eroded inscriptions, and examine glazes, to name but a few of its 
applications. 

To capture a PTM is relatively simple. One method is called Highlight PTM. A camera is firmly attached and 
locked down to a tripod, with a shiny red or black sphere visible in the frame. A series of photographs of the 
subject are taken, where in each photo the light source (flash or static light) is moved to a different position; we 
do this using a custom built dome (Figure 1). These images are processed into a PTM using software which 
identifies the glossy sphere and the specular highlight indicating the direction of the light. Thus the coordinates 
for the lighting directions are calculated and the PTM file created. 

 

Figure 1: a real-world PTM capture system 
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This same approach can be done in simulation to any digital object: The ‘virtual PTM’ is created entirely in 
3D software. Having seen this approach applied to laser scanned objects, we saw immediate application not just 
to objects, but to whole landscapes using airborne LiDAR. 

Utilising powerful landscape modelling tools within 3D modelling software, a mosaic of  LiDAR tiles was 
used to create an enormous Digital Surface Model (DSM). A virtual illumination dome equivalent to our real 
world dome (see Figure 1) was then constructed. The on/off state of each light was set for each frame in an 
animation, and the dome calibrated by rendering images of a glossy sphere to create a reusable light position 
file. Subsequent renders would not need the sphere, as all lighting positions are now known. 

The result was a series of images which could be processed in a similar way to photographs. This 
screenshot (Figure 2) shows a render of the Stonehenge World Heritage Site LiDAR data (©Environment 
Agency) as a PTM. The light can be moved in any direction, enhancing the visibility of extant earthworks. The 
RTI Viewer software provides filters to change the way the surface is represented, such as specular 
enhancement and unsharp masking. 

 

Figure 2: the Stonehenge LiDAR PTM viewed within the RTI viewer software 
 

These filters, or rendering modes, are aware of the surface normals, and so are powerful tools for 
enhancing subtle detail. The beauty of this approach from the point of view of a landscape archaeologist is that 
the computer tries to tell you nothing; it empowers you to ‘get your eye in’ and read the landscape in front of 
you in a compelling and engaging way. 

The next step would be to integrate and automate the viewing of data this way within GIS to enable metric 
analysis and feature digitisation. This would be the next logical step from the static hillshaded images currently 
used in most LiDAR transcription projects. We believe that there is a great deal of potential with this approach 
and look forward to future developments. 

Read more and view an interactive example at: 
http://www.wessexarch.co.uk/blogs/computing/2010/08/26/interactive-landscape-relighting  

For more on PTM/RTI visit: 
http://www.c-h-i.org/  

For more information on using airborne laser scanning techniques including LiDAR for archaeological 
survey, see the English Heritage guidelines, The Light Fantastic: 

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/publications/light-fantastic/   
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Avebury WHS Lidar and NMP Review Project 
Robert Skinner, English Heritage 

Robert.Skinner@english-heritage.org.uk 

The Avebury WHS Lidar and NMP Review project is designed to supplement the work of English Heritage’s 
1999 Avebury World Heritage Site Mapping Project (AWHSMP) through the consideration of new aerial 
sources for archaeological reconnaissance at the Avebury World Heritage Site. The primary focus has been on 
high resolution lidar that was flown by the Environment Agency in 2006. In addition recent aerial photography, 
both at the NMR and online has also been considered. The project is being undertaken as a part of an IFA EPPIC 
placement with English Heritage’s Aerial Survey and Investigation team and has two phases. Taking the area of 
the lidar survey as the general study area, the first phase examines 61km² covering the Avebury WHS area and 
its environs. The second stage of the project is focused on 12km² covering West Woods to the southeast of the 
WHS, an area largely un-mapped by the AWHSMP.  

The lidar DEM is being viewed interactively as a shaded relief model using a combination of QT reader and 
AutoCAD which is being utilised for the transcription of new features. For West Woods the lidar is being viewed 
as a DTM with the vegetation stripped away. The use of this methodology has encountered common issues (e.g. 
Devereux et al, 2008; Crutchley & Crow, 2009). The process of light source manipulation in order to assess the 
archaeological validity of the lumps and bumps in the images has been time consuming; subtle features can 
become invisible under certain light regimes or hidden by shade in this archeologically complex area. Aiding 
interpretation the project has drawn on the wealth of aerial photographs available at the NMR and, very 
conveniently, a set of images on Google Earth that are contemporaneous with the lidar survey.   In addition the 
area around Silbury Hill has been contrasted with the 2005-08 EH Geophysical Survey (Linford et al, 2009), an 
interesting exercise in comparing two distinct forms of remotely sensed data.  Overall the methodology has 

Figure 3. The subtle earthworks of field boundaries in arable land adjacent to Avebury Henge. © English Heritage; 
Source: Environment Agency copyright 2006 
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proven sufficient for meeting the project’s aims and objectives producing a wealth of new archaeological 
information on this already well studied landscape. 

It is possible to demonstrate that some of the gaps in the aerial survey transcription for the region are not 
due to a dearth of archaeology. The banks and lynchets of the Prehistoric and Roman co-axial field systems, for 
which the downland of this area is well known, frequently appear to extend beyond the downs with low, wide 
subtle earthworks, seen in the lidar, across many of the well ploughed lowland areas and into the river valleys.  

A complex palimpsest is apparent with most areas overlain by later cultivation such as medieval ridge and 
furrow and strip lynchets. Probable ancient field systems can be seen adjacent to some of the area’s major 
Neolithic monuments such as 
Windmill Hill and Avebury 
Henge. Other discoveries 
include prehistoric barrows, 
linear ditches, ancient hollow 
ways and post medieval 
features such as river valley 
water meadows, deserted 
settlement and a tree ring 
enclosure. Aerial photographs 
consulted have produced new 
evidence for prehistoric 
settlement in the 
Winterbourne valley as well as 
corroborating some of the 
newly seen features in the 
lidar.  

West Woods, which the 
project will only cover briefly 
due to time constraints, has 
proven a treasure trove of 
lidar discoveries with 
settlement enclosures, well 
preserved field systems and 
industrial sarsen breaking 
activity recorded. Further 
developments from this 
project may include a more detailed examination of well preserved areas such as Fyfield Down or West Woods 
possibly using LRMs or Sky View Factor to study subtle features and record the archaeological earthworks and 
their relationships with one another in greater detail.  

The project has revealed that there is always more to discover even in archaeologically well known areas 
such as Avebury.  A report on the project in the English Heritage Research Department Report Series shall be 
available later this year alongside the updated NMP mapping. All NMP maps and accompanying monument 
records will be © English Heritage, made available through the EH National Monuments Record. 

 

Crutchey, S and Crow, P. 2009. The Light Fantastic: Using laser scanning in archaeological survey. Swindon: English 
Heritage 

Devereux, BJ, Amable, GS, Crow, P. 2008. Visualisation of LiDAR terrain models for archaeological feature detection. 
Antiquity 82: 470–479.  

Linford, N. et al, 2009. Silbury Hill, Wiltshire: report on geophysical surveys. Swindon: English Heritage Research 
Department Report series no. 105-2009 

Small, F. et al, 1999. The Avebury World Heritage Site Mapping Project. Swindon: English Heritage, Aerial report series 
49 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure 2: Various earthworks, enclosures and trackways beside the Wansdyke in 
West Woods, © English Heritage; Source: Environment Agency copyright 2006 
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Kite aerial photography - Back to basics 

 

John Wells, Rosie Wells and Jim Knowles, West Lothian Archaeology Group 

john@WestLothianArchaeology.org.uk  

www.WestLothianArchaeology.org.uk  

(Part of the Armadale Community and Heritage Website) 
 

Kite Aerial Photography (KAP) is a cheap, simple way to obtain good images of archaeological sites and 
historic buildings. Even the most basic compact camera will yield images with a resolution much higher than 
that found acceptable in ground-based geophysics surveys of only 400 pixels per 400m2 (20x20m grid). James 
Gentles’ 352x288 pixel, Pencam KAP image of Cairnpapple is a classic example: 
www.gentles.info/KAP/Gallery/2003/Cairnpapple050.jpg 

KAP can reveal ‘soft’ archaeology that is not detected by either resistivity or magnetometry techniques, as 
we have found at both Ogilface:   www.armadale.org.uk/archaeology3.htm  
and Gormyre: www.armadale.org.uk/gormyre.htm  

 

Members of Young 
Archaeologists’ Clubs, and 
school children, readily 
take to flying a kite with a 
camera suspended from a 
kite string.  Adults 
generally show a degree of 
trepidation, which may 
reflect the limited use of 
KAP, especially in the UK. 
KAP is one of the most 
basic techniques that an 
archaeologist can use but 
how many archaeology 
students are introduced to 
this technique at 
university? 

The advent of digital 
cameras has allowed 
unlimited numbers of 
photographs to be taken 
without the costs 
associated with film.  The 
freedom to take so many 
images allows KAPers to 
learn rapidly which 
conditions are likely to 
provide good results. 

The West Lothian Archaeology Group (WLAG) uses KAP as its primary method for investigating sites both 
in the visible and near infra-red parts of the spectrum. 

 WLAG also promotes the use of KAP, especially to community groups. Community archaeology groups, and 
regional archaeologists, have a more intimate knowledge of their local sites and can gain access, and take 
photographs, when ground and transient weather conditions are appropriate. This process can be repeated 
through the seasons with a site revealing increasingly more details. 

Ogilface Castle, Woodend, West  Lothian, Scotland.  Kite aerial photograph taken with 
a Pentax Optio E35 converted for NIR use. In 2008, the camera, including NIR 
conversion, was £100 
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Ideally, aerial 
photographs should be 
taken both before and 
during a site excavation.  
Even if there is no wind, a 
cheap 8m telescopic or 
push-fit pole 
(www.armadale.org.uk/p
ole.htm) will provide 
some coverage of a site 
and images can be formed 
into a composite if 
necessary. 

Failure to record what 
is there visually, before 
destructive excavation, 
could be deemed bad 
practice. Archival aerial 
photographs, especially if 
taken from a great height, 
and only in the visible 
spectrum, are no 
substitute for higher 
resolution photography 
from below 50m. 

The WLAG now has a wide range of cameras, including five dedicated for NIR use and we hope to extend 
our work into thermal imaging in the near future.  

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Formation et recherche pour l’interprétation archéologique des données 

LiDAR / Training and Research on the Archaeological Interpretation of 

Lidar: TRAIL 2011 
 

Benjamin Štular, Université de Franche-Comté, Besançon, France  

Rachel Opitz, Center for Advanced Spatial Technologies, University of Arkansas  

Žiga Kokalj, Institute of Anthropological and Spatial Studies,  

Scientific Research Centre of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts  

Laure Nuninger, Université de Franche-Comté, Besanço 

 

An international workshop on Archaeological interpretation of lidar data was held in mid-March at the 
European Archaeological Centre at Bibracte in cooperation with the LEA ModeLTER (MSHE C.N. Ledoux), 
ArcLand / ArchaeoLandscapes Europe, ISA - Réseau Information Spatiale et Archéologie and the Aerial 
Archaeology Research Group. The aim of this workshop was to gather researchers working with lidar data in 
archaeology in order to facilitate discussion, share expertise and support collaborations within this growing 
research community.  

 

Gormyre Hill covered in snow, West Lothian, Scotland. (Canon Powershot S90) 
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The event was organized in three parts: presentations, workshops and a round table discussion. Topics 
included the practicalities and experiences of and opportunities for working with lidar in France (L. Nuninger, 
M. Leroy) and other parts of Europe (R. Opitz, S. Crutchley, Ž. Kokalj). Case studies focused on 
methodological development (K. Challis), presented successes and possible pitfalls (C. Fruchart, M. Leroy), 
and illustrated practical (B. Štular, N. Poirier) and theoretical (D. Mlekuž) approaches to integration of lidar 
data into the wider scope of landscape archaeology 

Small group workshops provided an opportunity to gain practical, hands-on experience in a number of 
areas. In addition to a beginner’s course, workshops were held on the topics of data visualization, data 
interpretation and management, raw data processing, and the application of aerial photographic approaches to 
lidar interpretation. These workshops aimed to combine exercises and discussion. Participants were provided 
with access to a variety of software tools and sample datasets, and many participants brought data which they 
are currently using in their projects. Each participant was able to attend two or three workshops.  

A round table discussion (moderated by A. Posluschny and Ž. Kokalj) at the end of the meeting on the 
state of the field and the potential for future collaborative research raised a number of interesting points. 
Discussion on the topic of large scale prospection -as illustrated by the work of Ralf Hesse who has mapped 
more than 100,000 features in past few years in the course of his work in Baden-Württemberg, Germany- 
combined enthusiasm with the recognition of major challenges. It was remarked that the use of lidar data in 
archaeology can be seen as a "third revolution" following after the aerial photography and high-resolution 
satellite images, while it was agreed that the increasing popularity and effectiveness of lidar as a prospection 
method is creating a serious challenge: how should we manage the masses of newly gathered data? This 
challenge is particularly acute as another recognized trend is the increasing availability of free or inexpensive 
"second hand" lidar data; some European countries are in the process of national acquisition campaigns, e.g. the 
Netherlands, Denmark, England, Czech Republic and Slovenia. The conviction that more archaeologists should 
be involved in the lidar data interpretation process was the main result of the discussion on this topic. To 
harness this enormous potential of these emerging datasets, it is suggested that methods should to be 
developed that will enable archaeologists to engage with lidar derived data with minimal training. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure: Kobarid, Slovenia.  The wetland area drained in 20th century has been calculated on lidar-derived DEM 
imputing palaeochannel network in SAGA's above channel height module (blue); the slightly convex areas hosting 
"islands" of dryland vegetation  (green) have been calculated using LandSerfs' fuzzy peakness module (Benjamin 
Štular; © ZRC SAZU).SAZU) 
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Student Research Profile - The DART project: Update 

Robert Fry, The University of Bradford  

R.J.Fry@Bradford.ac.uk 

In the Autumn issue of the ArchSIG newsletter, we described the background to the DART project which 
outlined the issues of heritage detection.  This entry is aimed at providing an update to the ongoing research 
project and invite comment.  

 
In October 2010, 3 PhD students were appointed at the universities of Leeds (David Stott), Bradford 

(Robert Fry), and Birmingham (Daniel Boddice), with an additional associated PhD at Birmingham (Laura 
Pring) funded by EPSRC.  They will be focusing on specific (yet overlapping) research areas in feature detection 
associated with spectral imaging, geophysics, Time Domain Reflectance (TDR) data analysis, soil engineering 
and archaeological interpretation. 

 
Sites have been selected in both Cambridgeshire (Diddington) and Cirencester (Royal Agricultural College) 

for their mixed geologies (having areas of both clay and ‘other’ better draining soils) and their potential for 
archaeological features.  These were initially selected through GIS analysis, historic mapping, and targeted by 
consultation with the DART consortium and the county archaeologists to find two geographically different 
areas of investigation http://dartproject.info/WPBlog/?p=464.  Initial geophysical (fluxgate gradiometer) 
surveys were then undertaken to identify potential archaeological features such as ditches running through the 
sites.  These features have been cored in order to characterise the nature of the archaeology and suitability for 
the project. 

 

 

Over the next month, sections through the features will be excavated and TDR sensors will be installed into 
the vertical profile of both the archaeological feature, and the surrounding soils.  Soil samples will be taken for 
further analysis.  This will allow for direct monitoring of the conditions below ground.  Further periodic 
geophysical (http://dartproject.info/WPBlog/?p=861 ), vegetation, and spectroradiometry surveys will be 
taken to examine process dynamics. A core monthly interval is postulated with additional surveys to 
characterise core processes and events (drought, heavy rain etc.).   A number of hyper-spectral flights will also 
be flown over the target areas.  

The DART Project is an Open Science initiative. Where practicable all science objects (data, algorithms, etc.) 
will be made openly available. Ongoing development of our methodology is available 
http://dartproject.info/WPBlog/?p=174  and in the near future will be submitted to an open access 
methodology store for open critique and development (we have developed this resource in collaboration with 
the Open Knowledge Foundation and with the support of the Council for British Archaeology). This allows for 

Geophysical Survey at Diddington, Cambridgeshire 
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broader dissemination of objects used in the generation of research knowledge. An open license means that the 
outputs can be reused in a broadly unfettered way (be that for research, teaching, personal edification etc.).  
This has the potential to dramatically increase the impact of the research both within and outside the 
traditional academic communities. The project’s activities are updated on the DART project website 
http://dartproject.info/WPBlog / to which all posts can be viewed and commented on. 

On April 27th 2011 a community workshop will be held in Leeds. The workshop has the following aims: 

•           For industry and practitioners to provide feedback on the DART objectives   
             and methods. 
•           To identify complementary approaches. 
•           To tailor the research to the needs of the heritage community. 
•           To determine if this research can be exploited in other domains. 
If you would like to attend this workshop please find details on the DART website.  
 
The next DART project post will be on the methodology and the initial results from fieldwork. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

New Publication: EAC Occasional Paper 5 - Remote Sensing For 

Archaeological Heritage Management 

Edited by Dave Cowley 

 
Remote sensing is one of the main foundations of archaeological 

data, under pinning knowledge and understanding of the historic 
environment. The volume, arising from a symposium organised by the 
Europae Archaeologiae Consilium (EAC) and the Aerial Archaeology 
Research Group (AARG), provides up to date expert statements on the 
methodologies, achievements and potential of remote sensing with a 
particular focus on archaeological heritage management. Well-
established approaches and techniques are set alongside new 
technologies and data-sources, with discussion covering relative merits 
and applicability, and the need for integrated approaches to 
understanding and managing the landscape. Discussions cover aerial 
photography, both modern and historic, LiDAR, satellite imagery, multi- 
and hyper-spectral data, sonar and geophysical survey, addressing both 
terrestrial and maritime contexts. Case studies drawn from the 
contrasting landscapes of Europe illustrate best practice and innovative 
projects. 

 
 
 

 
 
Language: English with abstracts in French and German 
Publication date: 2011 
Distribution: Archaeolingua, Budapest 
Format: 297 × 210mm, hardback 
Extent: 312 pp + 218 illustrations in full colour throughout 
ISBN: 978-963-9911-20-8 
Price: € 40 + packing and shipping  

Available to purchase online at http://www.archaeolingua.hu/books/eac.html  

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Announcements / Notices 

This section will announce upcoming conferences, meetings, seminars. If you have an item for inclusion in 
the next issue please send details to the editor. 

 

1st-2nd April  CAA UK 2011 
http://www.vista.bham.ac.uk/CAAUK_2011/CAAUK_2011.htm  

Birmingham, UK 

 

11th-13th April 7th EARSeL SIG Imaging Spectroscopy workshop 

http://www.earsel2011.com/Welcome/  

 Edinburgh, UK 

13th-14th April  IFA Annual Conference “Understanding significance” 

http://www.archaeologists.net/conferences  

Reading, UK 

27th April  DART Project Community Workshop Leeds UK 

http://www.heritagescience.ac.uk/news/DART_Workshop  

Leeds, UK 

23rd-25th June ARQUEOLÓGICA 2.0  3rd International Meeting on Graphic 
Archaeology and Informatics Cultural Heritage and Innovation 

Sevilla, Spain 

19th June -3rd  July Summer School “Non-Invasive Field Archaeology: Systematic 
surveys, geophysics, remote sensing” Institute for Social Sciences and 
Humanities Research “Euro-Balkan” 

http://tinyurl.com/3uemny5  

 

Ohrid, Macedonia 

17-19th August ISPRS TC V Working Group V/2  

http://www.isprs-york2011.org/  

York, UK 

13th-15th  
September 

RSPSoc Annual conference “Earth Observation in a changing world”  

http://blogs.bournemouth.ac.uk/rspsoc/call-for-papers/  

Bournemouth, UK 

19th-24th 
September 

9th International Conference on Archaeological Prospection 

http://web.deu.edu.tr/ap2011/  

Izmir, Turkey 

21st-24th 
September 

AARG EARSeL Joint Conference 

http://www.archeo.amu.edu.pl/aarg-earsel/  

Poznan, Poland 

23rd-24th 
November  

“I know where I'm going” Remote Access to World Heritage Sites from 
St Kilda to Uluru 

http://inspace.mediascot.org/beholder/iknowwhereimgoing  

Edinburgh, UK 

 

 


